Key PointsWhat is current knowledge?Liver biopsy is the gold standard for diagnosis of NAFLD despite its invasiveness.Ultrasonography is widely accepted as a tool to detect moderate to severe NAFLD.What is new here?Ultrasonography screening for NAFLD with intensive weight reduction program in metabolic-syndrome patients is cost-effective.This program could slow down the progression to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.Translational impactCost-effectiveness finding of the program could contribute to changes of NAFLD diagnosis practice.Study design, model structure, and input parameters could be used for similar future research.

1. Introduction
===============

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has been recognized as an emerging chronic liver disease worldwide. The prevalence is rising globally aligned with the increase of type 2 diabetes, obesity, and metabolic syndrome. It is around 20% in the general population while it reaches 70% in high-risk groups such as obesity and type 2 diabetes.^\[[@R1],[@R2]\]^ In Thailand, the prevalence of NAFLD in metabolic syndrome had increased up to 67% even in the nonobese patients.^\[[@R3]\]^ NAFLD can progress to liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and death and it has been associated with increased mortality.^\[[@R4]--[@R7]\]^ Its major causes of death were cardiovascular disease (28%), extrahepatic cancers (25%), and liver-related death (13%). Even if NAFLD represents an important public health burden, the natural history, predictors, and factors determining severity are insufficiently understood because most patients are asymptomatic and underdiagnosed until late complications occur. In metabolic syndrome patients who had early detection of NAFLD, there were several effective interventions to delay the progression such as intensive life style modification, tight control of the risk factors, and specific medications^\[[@R8]\]^ whereas the patients who had late detection will face with the serious and high-cost complications.

Currently, liver biopsy is the gold standard for diagnosis and staging of NAFLD but it cannot be applied to population-based studies because of its highly invasiveness. A recent meta-analysis study stated that ultrasonography had high reliability for detecting moderate to severe NAFLD, with the area under the summary receiving operating characteristics (ROC) curve of.93 when compared with liver histology.^\[[@R9]\]^ The American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) guideline 2012^\[[@R10]\]^ advised against screening for NAFLD in high-risk groups (diabetes or obesity) due to the lack of clear long-term benefits and cost-effectiveness of screening.

The World Health Assembly 2014 recognized that Health Technology Assessment (HTA) of healthcare interventions is a crucial tool that can be used for evidence-informed policy decision making to ensure sustainable healthcare financing under universal health coverage.^\[[@R11]\]^ HTA has been widely used for health benefit package design of universal coverage insurance scheme in many countries including Thailand. At present, ultrasonography screening for NAFLD has not been included in benefit package in Thailand. There have been no studies evaluating cost-effectiveness of ultrasonography screening for NAFLD in global and Thai literature. Thus, this study aimed to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of ultrasonography screening for NAFLD followed with intensive weight reduction program in patients with metabolic syndrome in low to middle income country using Thailand as an example.

2. Methods
==========

2.1. Overall description
------------------------

A cost-effectiveness analysis was undertaken to estimate relevant costs and health outcomes of ultrasonography screening for NAFLD with intensive weight reduction program in metabolic syndrome patients, compared with usual care, defined as no screening. Intervention of interest is ultrasonography and intensive weight reduction program provided to patients diagnosed as NAFLD. Intensive weight reduction program was chosen because of its clear evidence demonstrating hepatic fibrosis regression.^\[[@R12]\]^ Since long-term outcomes of NAFLD included cirrhosis and HCC, the lifetime time horizon was chosen in this study. We undertook this study using a societal perspective as recommended by the Thailand\'s HTA guideline.^\[[@R13]\]^ Our findings were presented by incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) in US dollars (USD) per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. The interpretation of cost-effectiveness of the findings was based on an official willingness-to-pay (WTP) of 160,000 THB/QALY (4848 USD/QALY) adopted by Thai Health Economic Working Group.^\[[@R14]\]^ The discount rate of 3% was used for both costs and health outcomes.

2.2. Economic model
-------------------

A hypothetical cohort of 100,000 individuals with metabolic syndrome was simulated in the model. A decision tree was constructed to divide patients into 2 groups; screening with intensive weight reduction program and no screening groups. However, the whole effect of screening with weight reduction such as death and long-term effects cannot be captured with only decision tree model. Therefore, Markov models were developed with a 1-year cycle length to capture long-term costs and health outcomes. In Markov models, patients could remain in the same state or move to other states. No advanced fibrosis (NAF) and indeterminate fibrosis states could progress to advanced fibrosis (AF). Conversely, AF could regress to NAF. Moreover, AF could develop to either compensated or decompensated cirrhosis. Compensated cirrhosis could progress to decompensated cirrhosis. Finally, both compensated and decompensated cirrhosis could transform to HCC and death. Patients in the compensated, decompensated cirrhosis state, and HCC cannot reverse to a primary state as shown in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Decision tree and Markov models. A decision tree was constructed to divide patients into 2 groups; screening with intensive weight reduction program and no screening groups. In Markov models, patients could remain in the same state or move to other states.](medi-96-e6585-g001){#F1}

2.3. Input parameters
---------------------

The prevalence of NAFLD and distribution of NAFLD Fibrosis Score were based on a cohort of 509 metabolic syndrome patients according to "the Harmonizing the Metabolic Syndrome definition"^\[[@R15]\]^ recruited from Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University, a 2111-bed hospital in Bangkok, Thailand.^\[[@R3]\]^ This cohort included patients followed up between November 2011 and October 2013 with the mean age of 61 years. This study was approved by Siriraj Institutional Review Board. All participants received information, and signed an inform consent sheet before participation. Other input parameters (i.e., sensitivity, and specificity of ultrasonography, transitional probabilities, costs, and utilities) were obtained from literature including both local and international publications, as shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Input parameters used in health economics model.
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### 2.3.1. Effectiveness of ultrasonography screening

The sensitivity and specificity of ultrasonography were obtained from a recent meta-analysis including 49 studies (4720 participants).^\[[@R9]\]^ The overall sensitivity and specificity of ultrasound for the detection of moderate to severe fatty liver were 84.8% (95% CI: 79.5--88.9) and 93.6% (95% CI: 87.2--97.0), respectively, when compared with the gold standard of liver biopsy.

### 2.3.2. Effectiveness of intensive weight reduction program

The risk reduction for fibrosis progression of intensive weight reduction program was obtained from a recent prospective study of 293 biopsy-proven nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) patients in a tertiary medical care in Cuba.^\[[@R12]\]^ The patients were encouraged to change their lifestyle for over 52 weeks. We based the effectiveness on this study^\[[@R12]\]^ because it was the only study conducted in real-world clinical practice that explored benefits of a lifestyle intervention on fibrosis outcome. Among patients receiving lifestyle changes for 52 weeks, 88 subjects (30%) had lost 5% or more of their weight. Seventy-two subjects (25%) had achieved a resolution of steatohepatitis and 56 (19%) had regression of fibrosis. We assumed that this 52-week intensive weight reduction program was continually provided to all patients lifelong.

### 2.3.3. Probability data

The annual incidence of NAFLD (5.5%) was calculated based on a prospective observational study in 4401 apparently healthy Japanese at a medical health checkup program conducted in a general hospital^\[[@R16]\]^ during the follow-up period of 414 ± 128 days. Regression of NAFLD was found in 16% (113 of 704 participants), who suffered from the disease at baseline and completed a second examination. NAFLD was less likely to regress in the patients with metabolic syndrome at baseline.

The transitional probabilities among all fibrosis stages (advanced, no advanced, indeterminate) were obtained from a recent meta-analysis^\[[@R17]\]^ of 11 cohort studies (each with at least 1 year follow-up) of 411 biopsy-proven NAFLD patients with 2145.5 person-years of follow-up.

The transitional probability of AF progression to compensated cirrhosis and decompensated cirrhosis was obtained from 2 studies.^\[[@R5],[@R18]\]^ The transitional probability of compensated to decompensated cirrhosis was obtained from 2 studies evaluating long-term outcomes of cirrhosis in NASH compared with chronic hepatitis C,^\[[@R19],[@R20]\]^ similar to the method used in the previous cost-effectiveness study.^\[[@R8]\]^

The transitional probabilities of compensated cirrhosis to HCC and decompensated cirrhosis to HCC among NASH patients were the values used in a study by Mahady et al,^\[[@R8]\]^ which were based on 3^\[[@R20]--[@R22]\]^ and 4^\[[@R20]--[@R23]\]^ studies, respectively. The probability of death among patients with NAFLD and cirrhosis was calculated based on the multiplication of the age-specific mortality rate (ASMR) of Thai population^\[[@R24]\]^ and relative risk of mortality of NAFLD \[1.29 (95% CI: 1.04--1.59, *P* = .020)\] and cirrhosis \[3.13 (95% CI: 1.08--9.12, *P* = .036)\] compared with general population.^\[[@R25]\]^ The probability of death among patients with HCC due to NAFLD was calculated based on a cohort of 287 HCC Thai patients between July 2007 and June 2010 during the follow-up period of 20.1 months.^\[[@R26]\]^ These HCC patients were mostly caused by viral hepatitis B and C infections. Since NAFLD patients who have developed HCC are at risk of death due to both cancer and cardiovascular diseases, the background death rate among NAFLD needs to be added to reflect real-world mortality among this population.

### 2.3.4. Cost data

As the adoption of societal perspective, we included both direct medical costs and direct nonmedical costs. Indirect costs were not included as we assumed that lost or impaired ability to work or engage in leisure activities due to morbidity would be captured in the disutility of QALY.^\[[@R27]\]^ All costs data were obtained from published literature in Thailand. We estimated health care utilization using microcosting technique. We assumed that patients with metabolic syndrome patients would seek outpatient visits 4 times per year and incurred costs from laboratory tests, medications for management of comorbid condition. Patients with NAFLD will be given intensive weight reduction program calculated based on cost of 4 outpatient visits per year, time for intensive counseling, and additional laboratory tests. Costs of treatment compensated cirrhosis, decompensated cirrhosis, and HCC were obtained from a large study in 5 tertiary care hospitals in Thailand.^\[[@R28]\]^ The unit cost of ultrasonography was calculated based on full costing calculation at the largest hospital in Thailand in year 2014.^\[[@R29]\]^ The standard unit costs for direct medical cost (laboratory testing) and direct nonmedical costs (transportation, meals, accommodation, and facilities) were obtained from a standard cost list of Thailand HTA.^\[[@R30]\]^ They were converted and reported in 2014 USD (1 USD = 33 THB) and using the consumer price index (CPI).^\[[@R31]\]^

### 2.3.5. Utility data

All utility values were obtained from published literature. The utility of patients with metabolic syndrome was based on a large cross-sectional study evaluating HRQoL of 8941 Korean adults in the National Health Survey.^\[[@R32]\]^ The mean of EUROQoL 5-dimension (EQ-5D) was.89 ± .003 in the participants with metabolic syndrome. The utility for NAFLD was.84 ± .14 based on patients with chronic liver disease.^\[[@R33],[@R34]\]^ We obtained utility data from a recently published systematic review of health-state utilities in compensated and decompensated cirrhosis states.^\[[@R35]\]^ The pooled mean utility estimates in patients with compensated cirrhosis and decompensated cirrhosis using the EQ-5D were.748 and.672, respectively. In addition, we used the utility from a study of chronic hepatitis B patients for the health state of HCC, because there were no data of utility of HCC from NASH cirrhosis.^\[[@R36]\]^ The utility for HCC was.38 (95% CI: 0.36--0.41).

2.4. Cost-effectiveness analysis
--------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Base-case analysis

Primary outcomes of interest were the number of cases slowed down the development of cirrhosis and HCC by ultrasonography, incremental costs, QALYs gained, and ICER. For base-case analysis, we calculated the expected lifetime costs and outcomes for each program. The results are presented as ICER of ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program versus no screening. Because the cohort of Thai metabolic syndrome patients had a mean age of 61 years, we used the age of ultrasonography screening at 50 years as base-case. This age was chosen to allow the screening and intensive weight reduction program to demonstrate its benefits.

### 2.4.2. Sensitivity analysis

One-way sensitivity analyses were performed to study the effects of altering uncertainty parameters within the 95% CI ranges including all clinical effects, costs, utilities, and discounting rate on the ICER in the model. The results of 1-way sensitivity are presented using a tornado diagram. We also varied the age for screening ranging from 30 to 80 years old. In addition, we varied the duration of the effect of intensive weight reduction program from 1 to 10 years in a sensitivity analysis. We also performed a threshold analysis to determine the lowest effectiveness value that still makes the result cost-effective. Furthermore, another threshold analysis was also conducted to determine the minimal duration of sustainable effect of intensive weight reduction program to result in cost-effective finding. A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was also conducted to simultaneously examine the effects of all parameter uncertainties using a Monte Carlo simulation performed by Microsoft Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA).^\[[@R37]\]^ The distributions of each probability were assigned following:^\[[@R38]\]^ prevalence, effectiveness of screening and intervention, probability and utility parameters, in which their values ranged between 0 and 1, were specified to beta-distributions. Costs, whose characters values above 0, were assigned to gamma distributions. Relative risk of mortality parameters were given to a log-normal distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation was run for 1000 sets of the simulation to give a range of values for total costs, outcomes, and ICERs. Results of the PSA were presented as cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. The expected net monetary benefit (NMB) was calculated for WTP threshold in Thailand to show the probability that ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program is cost-effective for monetary values that a decision-maker might be willing to pay.

3. Results
==========

3.1. Base-case analysis
-----------------------

Our base-case analysis of screening age at 50 years demonstrated that ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program can slow down the development of 4448 (4.45%) cirrhosis and 993 (.99%) HCC cases per 100,000 screening over lifetime. The estimated total costs for screening versus no screening were 5823.16 USD and 5689.54 USD, respectively, while the QALYs were 14.38 and 14.24 QALYs. The ICER of ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program was only 958 USD per QALY gained when compared with no screening (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). This is considered cost-effective based on the official willingness to pay in Thailand.^\[[@R14]\]^ In addition, the results showed cost-saving in screenings at ages before 45 years and the ICER showed cost-effective in any screening age between 45 and 64 years.

###### 

Results of base case analysis.
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3.2. Sensitivity analysis
-------------------------

### 3.2.1. One-way sensitivity analyses

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that the most influential variables in our model were the transitional probability of NAF progression to AF, the transitional probability of AF progression to compensated cirrhosis, and effectiveness of intensive weight reduction program in fibrosis regression. Nevertheless, all parameters had no impact on cost-effectiveness interpretation for screening age at 50 years old. Our sensitivity analysis revealed that the intervention remained cost-effective as long as the risk reduction of intensive weight reduction program was larger than 11.5%. When the duration of the effect of the intervention was varied, it was still cost-effective when the effect lasted at least 7 years.

![Tornado diagram of base-case analysis. This model illustrated the result of 1-way sensitivity analyses that were performed to study the effects of altering uncertainty parameters within the 95% CI ranges including all clinical effects, costs, utilities, and discounting rate on the ICER in the model. ICER = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.](medi-96-e6585-g004){#F2}

### 3.2.2. Multivariate probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA)

Results of the PSA based on 1000 Monte Carlo simulations are presented in a cost-effectiveness scatter plot below (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Despite variation in base-case parameter inputs, around 45.3% of the simulated ICERs were in the lower-right quadrant, indicating that ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program is less costly and more effective than no screening (dominant). Another 37.5% of ratios which lie in the upper-right hand quadrant indicate that the screening program is more effective but also more costly than no screening. Results of the PSA were also presented as a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. The expected NMB was calculated for WTP of 4848 USD threshold in Thailand to show the probability that ultrasonography is cost-effective for monetary values that a decision-maker might be willing to pay. As shown in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program was found cost-effective in 67% of the simulations. When the starting age of screening was at 40 or 50 years, the findings are very robust and the probability of being cost-effective remains high (70% and 67%, respectively). However, the probability of being cost-effective was lower (55%) in the starting age of screening of 60 years.

![Multivariate probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The analysis was based on 1000 Monte Carlo simulations (A) cost-effectiveness plane, (B) cost-effectiveness acceptability curve.](medi-96-e6585-g005){#F3}

4. Discussion
=============

Our findings demonstrated that ultrasonography screening accompanied with intensive weight reduction among subjects with metabolic syndrome could slow down the progression to cirrhosis and HCC. It was also considered a cost-effective intervention. This impact was greater in the starting ages of screening less than 65 years. Clinicians and policy makers in Thailand may consider this program as part of national benefit package given the clear clinical and economic benefits demonstrated in this study.

Why ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program is a cost-effective intervention? First, the target population was selective. We screened only high-risk population, metabolic syndrome, because the NAFLD prevalence was higher than that in general population. Second, the intervention effectively slows down costly complications. Intensive weight reduction program reduces the likelihood of developing cirrhosis and HCC which require high-cost management. The saving from slowing down such complications is further enhanced by the low cost of ultrasonography.

One of the key drivers of our cost-effective findings is the effect of intensive weight reduction program on fibrosis regression. We based the risk reduction for fibrosis progression of intensive weight reduction program on a real-world clinical practice.^\[[@R12]\]^ Despite a large number of NAFLD patients not successfully achieving the goal of weight reduction, only one-third can lose weight more than 5%. Our study has taken into account the potential noncompliance of patients to this weight reduction program in the effectiveness parameter. Nevertheless, the question remains whether such an effect from the literature^\[[@R12]\]^ will be generalizable to other countries including Thailand. Considering this issue, our findings need to be interpreted with caution.

To our knowledge, this study is the first study that has determined the cost-effectiveness of ultrasonography screening for NAFLD with intensive weight reduction program in patients with metabolic syndrome. We believe that our findings are highly valid and contextually relevant due to 3 main reasons. First, the hepatologist and radiologist specialists were involved throughout the process of conducting our cost-effectiveness analysis. Second, we used as much local data as possible in our analysis. We directly collected the prevalence of NAFLD in Thai metabolic syndrome patients' data from Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University. This had made our results more reliable in Thai context. We also adjusted the mortality rates of these patients by incorporating Thai ASMR to reflect Thai population.^\[[@R39]\]^ Despite no available data of survival for NASH cirrhosis-related HCC patients, we used the combination of the ASMR of NAFLD patients with Thailand data regarding prognosis of HCC from any causes.^\[[@R26]\]^ All cost data were retrieved from reliable local sources, i.e., hospital databases, National data from Ministry of Public Health (MOPH), Drugs and Medical Supplies MOPH, and the reference prices published by Thai standard cost lists for health technology assessment.^\[[@R30]\]^ Moreover, we had used the cost data of treatment of cirrhotic and HCC health state from previous studies in Thailand. Third, the data of natural history of NAFLD and utilities used in the model were collected from the most recently published systematic review, meta-analysis, or other large randomized controlled trials (RCT). Moreover, we comprehensively searched literature to identify relevant probabilities, costs, and utilities, such that the model\'s estimates have incorporated the majority of data currently available for NAFLD.

A number of limitations in our study deserve discussion. First, ultrasonography had some limitations. Within the NAFLD spectrum, fat can both occur separately and coexist with inflammation and/or fibrosis but ultrasonography could measure only the degree of fat. In this study, we additionally used NAFLD fibrosis score (NAFLD-FS) to increase the accuracy of the model. NAFLD-FS is widely used as a noninvasive tool to predict AF and prognosis in NAFLD.^\[[@R40]\]^ Second, even ultrasonography is a simple test, its implementation can be challenging in community hospitals where radiologists or gastroenterologist subspecialty is scarce. In case of ultrasonography screening performed by general practitioners, the accuracy of screening might be limited. Third, there is a paucity of health-related quality of life data among patients with NAFLD and its complications. The utility data used in our study were obtained from other chronic liver diseases. Despite feeling reasonable to assume that quality of life for end-stage liver disease is similar regardless of the causes, the validity of this assumption has not been confirmed. We performed a sensitivity analysis using a wide range of utility estimates derived from meta-analysis and other literature to determine the robustness of our findings. It was found that the results were not sensitive to changes of utility values in our model. Nevertheless, there remains a need to call for preference-based quality of life studies in patients with NAFLD in global literature.

Our findings demonstrate only that screening NAFLD in metabolic syndrome patients is cost-effective. The results are not generalizable to general population. Despite cost-effective findings, budget implication is needed to be considered before the implementation of such a program due to a large number of metabolic syndrome patients in Thailand. If we can develop other noninvasive tool as a scoring system to predict for very high-risk group in the subparticular group of metabolic syndrome population, it may decrease burden of government budget and be more effective.

It is important to discuss the generalizability of our findings for international applications. It is widely known that any cost-effectiveness findings are not directly transferable to other countries because of the differences in healthcare system, decision-making criteria, and costs data.^\[[@R41]\]^ Recently, it has been advised that the potential transferability should center on process rather than findings. The potentially transferable aspects may include model structure, study design approach, and parameter values, especially those related to natural history of disease. Our paper has provided the most up-to-date information on parameters used in model. These are potentially useful to other researchers interested in this field. In addition, this is the first study evaluating the cost-effectiveness of ultrasonography for screening NAFLD in the world. We used Thailand as an example to demonstrate the value of ultrasonography screening with intensive weight reduction program in low and middle-income countries. Our findings will draw attention of clinicians and policy makers to this important issue of which global burden has been rapidly rising.

In conclusion, our study clearly shows that ultrasonography screening for NAFLD patients with weight reduction can slow down costly complications and is a cost-effective intervention in metabolic syndrome patients in Thailand, especially in the start screening age before 65 years. Policy makers may consider our findings as part of evidence-informed decision making.
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